For those of you who are old enough to have lived during the cold war, you probably can remember how the USSR always took the side of whatever country was against Israel, while the US always supported Israel.

This has been a confusing issue for many who don't understand Jewish tactics.

It's rather simple. For example, as the Jews control both the US and former USSR, by controlling both sides, unbeknownst to the world populace, this gives them an enormous advantage.

The side they want for to lose in a war, for example, the Arabs against Israel, USSR takes the side of the Arabs and appears to be supporting them. The Jewish controlled media makes sure to really publicize this to their liking.

The Jewish controlled USSR then sells the Arabs (or whatever country is against Israel) inferior weapons and such. Defective artillery, ammunition duds and so forth.

This is no different from communism and Christianity. In addition, the so-called "Far Right," National Socialism, and any other groups are infested with Jews, while they openly control the Left side. Be aware of this. Know this.

They have worked relentlessly over the centuries to take control of all key positions, and opposing sides.
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